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Marine Emissions Scrubbing: Solutions Emerging to Avoid Fuel-Oil Conversion
Promoters of seawater or freshwater marine diesel stackemissions scrubbing see an opportunity for ship owners to
avoid the high cost of switching from relatively cheap and
“dirty” high sulfur heavy bunker fuel oil to costlier (but much
cleaner) marine gasoil (MGO) or marine diesel oil (MDO)
for upcoming International Maritime Organization (IMO)
Marpol Annex-6 emissions compliance.
Stack scrubbing not only could save many ship owners
millions of dollars in fuel costs each year, but it also could
help the oil industry avoid of billions of dollars of investment
in resid hydrocracking or hydrotreating to convert heavy
bunker fuel to MGO/MDO – but only if ship owners decide
to invest roughly US$3 million per ship in scrubbing.

Source: Hamworthy Krystallon

A recent Purvin & Gertz analysis, for example, estimated
that installing scrubbing on just 10% of the world’s roughly
100,000 ships – especially the long-distance travelers that
burn the most bunker fuel – would allow almost 65% of
world bunker fuel to remain as high sulfur fuel, even under
tough upcoming IMO emissions limits.

European distillate consumption if applied just to U.S. and
European ships operating in ECAs. “That’s quite a lot in a
world that is short of distillate,” Gregory said.
Wet scrubbing can enable huge reductions in particulate matter (PM), sulfur oxides (SOx) and volatile organic compound
(VOC) emissions, along with small reductions in nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions, according to the technology developers.

As Exhaust Gas Cleaning Systems Association (EGCSA)
director Don Gregory explained to Diesel Fuel News in an
interview January 12, about 40 million tons per year (t/y) of
heavy bunker fuel is likely to be consumed by ships that operate in the IMO “emission control areas” (ECAs) of North
America, plus Europe’s Baltic and North Sea areas by the
2015 IMO deadline for 0.1% sulfur distillate fuel (or scrubbing to equivalent emissions reduction) in ECAs.

However, upcoming IMO “Tier 3” limits demanding an
80% reduction in nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions from diesel shipping in 2016 might require the fitment of selective
catalytic reduction (SCR) systems for ships operating in a
growing number of ECAs – at least on new ships (but not
existing ships).

By contrast, all of Europe uses about 50 million t/y of
low-sulfur distillate in land vehicles. So, scrubbing potentially could “save” refiners from converting nearly the entire

Problem: Combining wet scrubbing with SCR can create
technical conflicts. So, something else – perhaps systems such
as MAN’s emerging marine-diesel exhaust gas recirculation
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technology – could be required for NOx control, if ship owners
want to continue using relatively cheap heavy fuel oil (HFO)
in Tier 3 “ECA” areas, as EGCSA’s Gregory explained.

behind this strategy is that potential new Emission Control
Areas [ECAs] not necessarily are low sulfur ECAs combined
with low NOx ECAs.

Wet-scrubbing systems cool stack combustion gases to a
point where today’s SCR systems wouldn’t work, if SCR is
installed post-scrubber. The alternative – installing SCR before the wet-scrubbing system – threatens to poison the SCR
system from excessive soot and sulfate emissions resulting
from combustion of conventional HFO.

“Although we expect the majority of ECAs to be both,
this is not a certain fact. But also, as you mention, that the
combination of sulfur and particulate matter after treatment
equipment and Tier 3 engine technology offers some potential advantages. Both economically and for fuel availability.
“We are focusing our R&D efforts on two technologies,
both capable of fulfilling Tier 3. As you mention, the technologies are exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and SCR.

Norway-based Yarwil – developer of a marine SCR system that aims to help ship owners meet the future IMO Tier
3 NOx limits – warns of potential problems with marine diesel wet-scrubbing. The Yarwil SCR system, like most diesel
SCR systems, employs urea injection for NOx reductant.

“As for EGR status: we have achieved Tier 3 NOx on a
test bed for the EGR system, and are in the process of service
tests of the technology onboard a container vessel.

In an interview with Diesel Fuel News, Yarwil technical
and quality-assurance manager Tommy Johnsen told us that
“SCR after a wet scrubber is not possible due to the [low]
exhaust temperature” from scrubbed marine diesel stack
emissions.

“As for SCR status: we expect to reach Tier 3 NOx on a
test bed this spring. We do have a previous installation in
service operating SCR with NOx reduction above 80%, however Tier 3 also contains other engine load specific requirements not possible with current SCR technology. Later this
year, a service installation will be put into service.

“SCR before the scrubber is possible, but within certain
limitations. For a given fuel sulfur content, the exhaust gas
temperature must be above a certain level before urea injection starts. Normally this limits the sulfur content to 1% to 1.5
% with a start temperature in the range 300 - 330 degrees C.

“We expect both technologies to be matured and implemented on our low speed engine program, and available for
delivery of Tier 3 units in good time before 2016.
“The EGR system includes a scrubber unit similar to after
treatment exhaust gas scrubbers. The unit is in-house developed, and is basically a size compressed scrubber. The reduced
size is because we only clean a part of the gas flow, and that
gas pressure is much higher, resulting in reduced volume.

“Extra fouling protection when using HFO is applied by increased catalyst pitch, adjustment to catalyst material spec, dust
blow system, operational/maintenance procedures, temperature
control, back pressure control, and more,” Johnsen said.

MAN: Two Solutions Emerging

“One of the targets for the development of both the EGR
and the SCR systems are that they should be able to operate on HFO. This involves development of engine related
components, but also of the SCR system. For low speed twostroke engines, the SCR catalyst is placed before the exhaust
turbine, and is a more engine integrated component than for
medium speed engines with the SCR placed after the engine.

Meanwhile, Michael Finch Pedersen, head of the emissions
department at MAN Turbo & Diesel SE, told Diesel Fuel
News in a separate interview that technology solutions are
emerging to solve the IMO Tier 3 HFO dilemma.
“In MAN Diesel & Turbo we design both medium speed four
stroke and low speed two stroke engines,” Pedersen explained.
“R&D and design of the low speed two strokes is our
responsibility in Copenhagen. All though similar in many
points, the technology differs in some areas for the two engine designs. The strategies and views I am presenting are
only seen from the low speed view point. Please note this.

“So to answer your initial question: Yes, it is a challenge
to design an SCR system for fuel flexibility. However, we
are confident that we will be able to release a system capable
of operating on HFO.
“This requires developments of SCR systems, but also
development of the engine technology to assure the correct
exhaust gas temperatures. SCR and after treatment systems
will be compatible.

“Our R&D efforts are based on the expectation that high
sulfur residual fuels will continue to exist, and to be relevant
for engines of our design. Of course at the same time we are
also developing towards cleaner and more ‘greener’ fuels.

“For the EGR system, we have started a project addressing
the combination of an EGR engine, and an exhaust gas after
treatment system. We expect good results from this project.

“The target for our Tier 3 development projects is that
they should be capable of operation on HFO. The thinking
Hart Energy Publishing
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“We are involved in several project involving exhaust gas
scrubbers, for example, the ‘Tor Ficaria’ vessel SOx and
PM scrubber installation with DFDS and Aalborg Industries.
“So to sum up, the Tier 3 engine program will be compatible with a wide variety of fuels, and also with aftertreatment
technology already available to the market.”

Hamworthy’s is just one of several marine emissions scrubbing systems featured on EGCSA Web site. Others featured
include Aalborg, ACTI, Clean Marine, Couple Systems, Dupont Belco, MAN, Marine Exhaust Solutions (MES) EcoSilencer and Wartsila. Yarwil’s urea-SCR system (not a wet
scrubber) is also featured by EGCSA.

Global Fuel Change

Hamworthy View
In an interview with Diesel Fuel News, Hamworthy Krystallon managing director Sigurd Some Jenssen elaborated upon
the new Los Angeles system trial of wet-scrubbing on an APL
ship, and about seawater scrubbing technology in general.

By 2020, IMO Marpol Annex-6 foresees the world-wide
conversion of ship bunker fuel to a 0.5% sulfur limit – within
Yarwil’s current recommendation as an SCR tolerance limit,
in other words.

Diesel Fuel News: Your company touts having more than
40 years of seawater scrubbing experience with “inert gas
installations” on thousands of ships worldwide, but what
significance does this have for stack emissions scrubbing?

But producing 0.5% sulfur bunker fuel would mean that
more refiners would be forced to install more conversion capacity to turn residual fuel into distillate fuel (including marine distillate), thus undercutting the rationale for scrubbing.

Jenssen: “The inert-gas system is a safety system onboard
tankers. When discharging cargo from a tank you need to
replace the offloaded liquids with an inert gas, in order to
avoid getting a potentially explosive mixture of oil vapors
and air (oxygen). These systems are required on any tanker
above 20,000 DWT [dead-weight tons].

However, the IMO rules allow scrubbing (to meet SOx
emissions limits) as an alternative to switching from HFO to
costlier marine distillate.
But a big question remains: Will there be sufficient incentive for refiners to invest in some type of bunker fuel at a
sulfur level low-enough to be compatible with NOx -control
systems, and at a fuels sales price low enough (compared
to MGO/MDO) to attract wet-scrubbing investment by the
shipping industry?

“The most efficient way of making an inert gas (with lowoxygen content) is by using exhaust from an oil-fired boiler.
This gas needs to be reasonably clean of contaminants, especially particulate matter and sulfur, and this cleaning is done
in a scrubber tower.

Hamworthy Krystallon, which earlier this month won a
contract for a three-year test of its seawater scrubbing technology on an APL ship calling at the Ports of Los Angeles and
Long Beach, California (see Diesel Fuel News 01/10/2011),
indeed sees powerful financial reasons for ship owners to
make such an investment.

“So the basic process is the same for both inert-gas systems and the exhaust gas cleaning systems. But there are
major differences in the application of the technology, not
least the volumes of gas to be scrubbed.”
Diesel Fuel News: Can you clarify what happens to the
collected sulfate and soot and other contaminants gathered
by your scrubbing system? According to the IMO Marpol
Annex-6 amendments, certain scrubbed materials will NOT
be allowed to be dumped untreated into the sea, but instead
must be removed (at ports) from the ship and then properly
disposed-of in some sort of treatment facility. This port disposal system would add cost. How much cost?

According to Hamworthy calculations, if the price of
HFO averages US$200/ton cheaper than MGO/MDO and the
scrubbing-equipped ship were to spend at least 25% of its
time inside an IMO “emission control area” (ECA), then a $3
million investment in a scrubbing system could be recouped
in as little as two years (see chart).

Jenssen: “The sludge collected is primarily soot, and as
such is non-hazardous. But as you correctly point out, the
regulations dictate that it be discharged ashore. Compared
to general ship sludge, the volumes are minute, expected
disposal costs for this installation are in the range of a few
hundred dollars per year.
“We have done a number of Environmental Impact Studies of the washwater discharge, both theoretical and practical,

Source: Hamworthy Krystallon
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Diesel Fuel News: Do you have any indication from ship
owners that they would prefer your scrubbing system instead
of burning low-sulfur marine gas oil (MGO) or marine distillate oil (MDO)? While MGO/MDO fuels are more expensive
than conventional heavy bunker fuel, there is relatively little
capital cost in switching to MGO/MDO, versus the capital
cost of installing your system. Why would a ship owner
switch to your system given the capital costs of scrubbing?

concluding that there is no adverse impact. This is reflected
in the regulations, in that there are stringent limits on the pH,
PAH and turbidity of the discharge. To meet this we have developed a robust filtration and treatment system.”
Diesel Fuel News: What happens at the end of this threeyear test program with your scrubber system involving APL
and the Ports of Los Angeles/Long Beach? Will APL have
this system removed from the ship? Is there no financial
incentive for APL to continue using this system beyond the
three-year test?

Jenssen: “We have seen growing interest from owners
over the last 12 months as awareness of the regulations increases, and as we get nearer to 2015.

Jenssen: “I cannot answer on APL’s behalf, but our system is designed for the life-time of the vessel, so I would
expect APL to keep it onboard. There is a clear financial
incentive for APL in that they can continue to use residual
fuels, even after the ECA regulations come into force in
North America in 2012 and 2015.

“Yes, the capital costs are higher than for simply switching to MGO. But at current price differentials, pay-back time
is less than two years for most applications operating in an
ECA. When the ECA enters into force, the price differential
is expected to at least double.”

“Without scrubbers, they will be forced to operate on lowsulfur gasoil, currently 50-60% more expensive than residuals. This price differential is expected to increase to 100% or
even 150%, once the ECA takes effect.”

2015 ECA Deadline: Opportunity
While compliance with IMO 2015 limits on sulfur oxides
emissions would require existing ships (not just new ships)
to switch to 0.1% sulfur MDO/MGO for operation in ECAs,
these ships also (potentially) could install scrubbing and
avoid the higher cost of MGO/MDO.

Diesel Fuel News: What is it about your system that also
cuts volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions and also
delivers an estimated 10% reduction in NOx emissions?

But aside from a few retrofit test ships that have installed
scrubbing in recent years, the biggest single scrubbing commercial order to date has come from Italian ship owner Ignazio Messina & C., which tapped Hamworthy Krystallon
for scrubbing installations on four new, 45,000-deadweightton, roll-on/roll-off cargo ships.

Jenssen: In the process of cooling down the gas, we also
get condensation and agglomeration of the VOC. By scrubbing with low-pH water, you can also remove NOx.
Diesel Fuel News: If your system were ever to be combined with a selective catalytic reduction (SCR) system for
very large reductions in NOx, then how would this work?
Seawater scrubbing reduces exhaust temperatures, but SCR
systems need a certain minimum exhaust temperature to
work properly. Is there a conflict between seawater scrubbing and SCR?

“The ships, under construction at Daewoo Shipbuilding
and Marine Engineering, South Korea, will be available to
trade worldwide, although their principle area of operation
will be in the Mediterranean Sea,” according to Hamworthy.

Retrofits: The Biggest Potential Market

Jenssen: Yes, we cool the exhaust, and the SCR needs a
certain temperature to operate properly, so based on conventional systems there is a degree of conflict here. But if you
put the SCR upstream of the scrubber you avoid that. Admittedly many SCRs are sensitive to PM and SOx content in the
exhaust, so further development is needed on this. You can
of course reheat the gas, after the scrubber, but that is not an
ideal solution, unless you have a lot of excess heat available.

The irony is that ship owners logically would start to move
toward retrofitting of existing ships to avoid the likely high
premium on MGO/MDO in 2015, rather than just ordering
a few new ships with scrubbers, EGCSA’s Gregory told us
in an interview.
To date, there hasn’t been a groundswell of interest in
scrubbing among ship owners, although “in 2011 we’ll probably see 20 or 30 more ship orders” for scrubbing systems,
Gregory predicted.

Diesel Fuel News: What is the impact on your system on
total ship fuel consumption? Will ships need to carry and
burn more fuel on every voyage, if they employ your system?
How much more?

For whatever reason, ship owners seem to be postponing
orders for scrubbing retrofits, probably waiting until closer
to the Jan. 1, 2015, IMO ECA deadline, he said.

Jenssen: The system requires about 1-2% of the engine power.

Hart Energy Publishing
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Roughly 10,000 to 15,000 ships would be likely candidates
for such retrofits given the amount of time they spend in ECAs
and the amount of fuel they burn, Gregory estimates.

Asked whether the global refining industry has decided
that ship owners won’t aggressively invest in scrubbing –
and therefore plans to invest heavily in resid hydrocracking –
Gregory said he doubts that will happen, given the relatively
poor historic returns-on-investment for refiners in Europe
and much of North America.

Ships that only spend a few days inside ECAs probably will
find it cheaper just to switch to MGO/MDO for those days, but
many ships spend far more time in such areas, he explained.

“If you were to ask BP to authorize hundreds of millions
of dollars for a resid hydrocracker [to boost marine distillate
production] and they’re already at the [European Union allowable limit] for refinery emissions, they’d tell you to walk
out the door,” said Gregory, a 20-year BP veteran who left in
2008 to form EGCSA.

Given today’s apparent reticence among ship owners to
spend money now on scrubbing retrofits, Gregory figures
that perhaps 2,000 ships will be retrofitted between now and
2015 – leaving a huge number of ships vulnerable to big fuel
price spikes in 2015, he said.
Asked whether there’s enough scrubber manufacturing
and installation capacity, plus skilled labor available, for
thousands of retrofits in 2015, Gregory pointed to the U.S.
experience in building massive amounts of “Liberty Ships”
during World War II.

While some refiners such as Reliance in India are making
such investments in deep conversion of bottom-of-the-barrel
resid, that won’t be universal among refiners, he cautioned. In
any case, much of the “clean” distillates resulting from such
resid hydrocracking projects are likely to wind up in surface
transportation markets in fast-growth areas such as China,
India and Brazil, rather than in marine bunkers, he added.
– Jack Peckham

“Where there’s a will, there’s a way,” he said.
But until that happens, “the shipping industry seems to be
sitting on its hands,” he said. Yet the cost of waiting could be
considerable, with millions of dollars likely to be lost in fuel
costs by forced conversion to MGO/MDO in 2015, he said.

REGULATION & LEGISLATION

Vehicle CO2 Emissions Likely to Jump 40%-130% by 2050: Study
A new study financed by the European Commission (EC)
finds that global vehicle carbon-dioxide (CO2) emissions are
likely to jump by 40% to 130% by 2050, despite “low-carbon”
technology advancements such as electric hybridization.

“In addition, road construction and vehicle and fuel production add significantly to the burden. Producing an average-size car may add an extra 12% to the emissions from
driving it.”

According to the “ATTICA” study (European Assessment of Transport Impacts on Climate Change and Ozone
Depletion), summarized by the EC’s January 2011 edition of
Science for Environment Policy news service, “low carbon”
technologies by themselves won’t be enough to stop tremendous growth of transport “greenhouse gas” emissions.

While the auto industry and fuels providers have teamedup to enable drastic reductions in criteria emissions (nitrogen
oxides, carbon monoxide, volatile organic compounds and
particulate matter), progress hasn’t been universal as “developing” countries still employ obsolete engine technologies
and continue to consume high-sulfur fuels, which block the
employment of soot-eliminating diesel particulate filters and
nitrogen oxides catalysts.

“Existing technologies could reduce emissions of CO2 and
air pollutants from land transport by almost a third,” according to the summary. “But reductions will not be delivered
through markets alone, according to a recent assessment,
particularly for CO2.

“The consequently formed ozone and soot contribute to
global warming on short timescales,” according to the summary.
“Emissions of these air pollutants are expected to further
drop in future, around the world, but emissions of CO2 and
halocarbons (particularly HFCs from mobile air conditioners, which replace the ozone-depleting CFCs) are expected to
continue growing and their global warming impact will become a major challenge in the future,” according to the EC.

“Road transport is particularly problematic, contributing
nearly a fifth of the total CO2 emitted from fossil fuel combustion and cement manufacture. Under most climate change
forecasting scenarios, the contribution of the transport sector
will continue to grow until at least the year 2050, unless there
is a significant break in the trend.

Hart Energy Publishing
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“Meeting climate change mitigation objectives will require a combination of approaches aimed at tripling fuel efficiency, reducing carbon contents of fuels and reducing total
transport volumes.

from petroleum based fuels. Improvements in electric car
technologies are also expected to have an impact on future
climate change scenarios.”
Despite technology improvements and lower-carbon
fuels, “policy interventions are needed to reduce the volume of traffic on the roads and achieve the absolute reduction in emissions that is required to meet climate change
mitigation objectives and improve air quality,” according
to the study.

“Biofuels could lead to CO2 reductions, but any environmental advantage of biofuels over petroleum-based fuels
varies depending on how they are produced. The best of
first generation biofuels have net savings of about 20% to
30% CO2 equivalents relative to well-to-wheel emissions

Los Angeles Kills Last Diesel Bus; Dallas Moving to CNG
Following 20 years of consistent decisions to replace diesel
buses with compressed natural gas (CNG), the Los Angeles
County Metro Transportation Authority (MTA) on January
12 retired its last remaining diesel bus.

Meanwhile in Dallas, the DART transit agency board voted
January 11 to spend US$217 million to buy up to 452 new
CNG buses even though new diesel buses are just as “clean”
as CNG buses, according to a Dallas Morning News report.

As noted in a Los Angeles Times report, this makes the
MTA “the only major transit agency in the [U.S.] with a fleet
that is totally equipped with alternative-fuel technologies.”

“DART executives and outside experts have maintained
throughout the two-year bus debate that newer, cleaner diesel engines now on the market cause no more pollution than the compressed natural gas. Those diesel-powered buses would have cost
less to buy and would not have required DART to build naturalgas fueling stations, as it now must,” according to the report.

Instead, “MTA now has 2,221 buses powered by compressed natural gas, as well as one electric bus and six gasoline-electric hybrids.

“Emissions from both engines were virtually the same,”
DART president Gary Thomas was quoted as saying after
the vote. “We came to the board I guess almost two years
ago now with a procurement [for diesel buses] in place. At
that point, diesel prices were relatively low and the natural
gas prices were relatively high.”

“MTA officials say that compressed natural gas buses cost
more to buy and maintain than those powered by diesel but
that the increased expenses are offset over the long run by
lower fuel costs.
“Though the MTA has converted its fleet, the agency still
contracts with private bus lines that rely on diesel fuel. Of the
187 private buses, 82 have diesel engines, but transit officials
say those should be phased out in the next several years.”

Since then, natural gas prices have fallen, which led to the
DART decision to buy more CNG buses.

TECHNOLOGY

GTI, Criterion Ink ‘IH2’ Deal; Enables Direct Bio-Based Diesel/Gasoline
The Gas Technology Institute (GTI) announced January 13
that it signed an exclusive worldwide licensing agreement
with CRI/Criterion for GTI’s “Integrated Hydropyrolysis
and Hydroconversion” (IH2) technology.

“GTI’s IH2 technology is an advanced pyrolysis technology which utilizes low pressure hydrogen together with a
proprietary catalyst to remove virtually all of the oxygen
present in the starting biomass,” according to GTI.

Unlike schemes producing conventional (and problematic) pyrolysis oil, “IH2” converts biomass directly into cellulosic gasoline and diesel hydrocarbon blendstocks, at lower
capital costs and without a requirement for extra hydrogen,
according to GTI.

“Compared to conventional pyrolysis processes, this efficient, balanced approach optimizes the energy used to
convert a range of non-food feedstocks into renewable transportation fuels or chemicals. As a result, the technology is
highly flexible and is economical for both small- and largescale applications.”

“This licensing agreement will expedite the realization of
clean energy initiatives to increase energy supply and contribute towards regional mandates for renewable fuels,” according to GTI.

Hart Energy Publishing
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transportation sector’s need for economical, renewable
and sustainable fuels from cellulosic and other feedstocks. Our licensing agreement with CRI/Criterion
should help accelerate deployment of the IH2 solution
to interested parties in the market.”
GTI has received funding support for technology development from the U.S. Department of Energy (Office
of Biomass Program) under the integrated biorefinery
initiative.
Participants in GTI’s project include Cargill (grains),
Johnston Timber, Aquaflow (algae developer), Blue
Marble Energy (algae), National Renewable Energy
Laboratory and Michigan Technological University.

Technology / Source: GTI

In a recent GTI presentation to a biomass energy conference last year, GTI researchers explained that they
foresee a three-year development time-line to commercialization, assuming “proper funding and good catalyst
stability.”
“If successfully developed, this could result in significant shift in the source of U.S. transportation fuel,”
according to the presentation.
Conventional pyrolysis suffers from “undesirable”
properties, limited demand, expensive transport, incompatibility with oil refinery metallurgy, expensive
upgrading to make fungible fuels and a large incremental hydrogen requirement, they explained.
In contrast, the IH2 scheme “directly makes desired
[hydrocarbon] products” with “all steps run at moderate
pressure (100 to 500 psi),” according to the researchers.

Product Properties / Source: GTI

The scheme utilizes C1 to C3 gases resulting from
the initial hydroconversion step “to make all the hydrogen required” to finish the process, while avoiding “bad
stuff” such as polynuclear aromatics and free radicals,
they explained.
In GTI’s lab test with IH2 so far, they found encouraging results, including “no sign of bed agglomeration
[and] no signs of coking or pressure buildup across the
hot internal filter,” according to the researchers.
An “integrated fixed bed hydro-treating” scheme employs a CRI/Criterion cobalt/molybdenum catalyst. The
resulting hydrocarbon product “floats on top of a separate water phase,” according to the researchers.

Hart Energy Publishing
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In lab experiments, the researchers obtained different
yields of gasoline boiling-range product or diesel boilingrange product. Wood, for example, produced a yield of 70
to 75% gasoline and 25 to 30% diesel, while lemna yielded
from 55 to 72% gasoline and 28 to 45% diesel.

As for the net “greenhouse gas” (GHG) impact, the IH2
scheme would cut GHG by 90 to 92%, compared to a 40 to
50% cut achievable with pyrolysis plus upgrading, or the
50 to 85% cut seen from biomass gasification plus FischerTropsch conversion.

Adjustments to temperature, pressure and catalyst conditions can adjust the yields, they explained.

Biomass gasification followed by the “methanol to gasoline” scheme by contrast would deliver about 75% GHG reduction, while bio-butanol schemes would deliver from 20
to 60% GHG cuts, they found. – Jack Peckham

As for economics, the researchers estimated that IH2 fuel
production (assuming 2,000 tons/day of biomass feed) would
be around US$2/gallon – cheaper than conventional pyrolysis-plus-upgrading schemes at around $2.50, or biochemical
“state of the art” schemes at just under $2.50/gallon.

Japan’s METI Spearheads Oil-Refining Efficiency Project
Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) is
heading-up a five-year project aimed at developing technologies to refine crude oil with greater efficiency in order to yield
more gasoline, diesel and other high-value petroleum products, according to a January 14 Nikkei news service report.

are refined and in what amounts when such factors as temperature and pressure are changed,” according to the report.
“Based on an analysis of that data, METI will then help
fund development of technologies that oil companies can
use to obtain more gasoline and other high-value petroleum
products from given amounts of crude. The project will also
encompass the manufacture of equipment for cracking crude
oil and refining petroleum products.”

“With existing refining technologies, some 70% of crude
is converted to high-value products. The ministry’s goal is
to boost that to 80%, which would enable Japan to reduce its
demand for crude oil by a corresponding 10%,” according
to the report.

The METI figures that demand for bottom-of-the-barrel
products will decline by an annual average of 8.7% between
fiscal 2009 and 2014.

The 10 billion-yen (US$120.8-million) project starts in
fiscal 2011, according to the report.

“During that same period, demand for all fuels, including
gasoline, will decline by just 3.5% a year. Thus, technologies
to refine high-value products from crude oil more efficiently
and with less residual yield of heavy oil products will also
help the oil companies better manage their operations,” according to the report.

“The project will also seek to develop refining technologies
that can make better use of heavy crude oil, such as the kind
extracted in Canada. This would enable Japan to diversify imports of crude oil from places other than the Middle East and
better ensure stable supplies,” according to the report.
The METI will analyze the composition of petroleum before
and after refining, “collecting data on which petroleum products

UOP Reports Progress on Py-Oil ‘Green’ Transport Fuels Research
Since first announcing a novel biomass-pyrolysis “green”
transport fuel research and development scheme last year,
UOP is now moving ahead on several key fronts this year.

BioPetroleum, Targeted Growth, Imperium Renewables, and
Mesa Engineering.
The resulting biofuel produced will be analyzed by a panel
of petroleum refiners including Tesoro, CountryMark, Kern
Oil and Refining Co. and evaluated for end-use by Honeywell,
General Motors and Boeing. Greenhouse-gas (GHG) life-cycle analysis will be performed by Michigan Tech University.

The project (see Diesel Fuel News 01/19/2010) involves
several partners including UOP, oil refiner Tesoro, Ensyn
Corp. (developer of the “RTP” rapid thermal pyrolysis technology), U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and DOE’s
National Renewable Energy Lab (NREL) and Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL).

“We are absolutely continuing our efforts with the integrated biorefinery in Hawaii that we announced last year,”
UOP media relations spokesperson Susan Gross explained to
Diesel Fuel News in an interview last week.

Other participants in the study include biomass feedstock
suppliers Ceres Inc., Cargill, Grays Harbor Paper Co., HR
Hart Energy Publishing
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“We have spent the last year working with the DOE and
the other partners on the project on several areas:

“Everyone is pleased with this progress. The second
round of funding from the DOE, which will enable site fabrication, is expected early this year, but we do not have the
final confirmation yet.

1. Permitting and environmental status: The various required permits are on track to be in place May 2011.
This includes the site layout, infrastructure requirements and construction plan.

“It’s also worth nothing that the schedule has actually
changed from the original plan: It has been pushed up. The
current plan is to have the complete demo unit (RTP and
upgrader) running in 2013 instead of 2014 as originally
planned.”

2. Engineering design: The design of both the RTP [rapid
thermal processing] unit and the upgrader are in progress and will be complete in time for the start of fabrication later this year.

The demonstration plant will be built at the Tesoro Corp.
refinery in Kapolei, Hawaii.

3. Feedstock characterization: A number of biomass feedstocks including wood, corn stover, bagasse, guinea
grass, switchgrass and algae have been pyrolyzed in a
bench-scale unit to produce pyrolysis oil and several of
these have been part of testing for the upgrading process in UOP labs.

If proven successful, the scheme not only could supplement the existing supply of petroleum-based fuels but also
cut GHG “by up to 70% compared to petroleum-based fuels,”
according to UOP.
Upgrading the pyrolysis oil to finished fuels would employ technology developed by UOP in cooperation with
NETL and PNNL. – Jack Peckham

4. Life cycle analysis: Preliminary results for GHG emissions on some of the feedstocks is being analyzed to
confirm the savings expected.

U.S. Army Testing Trash-to-Fuel Scheme
The U.S. Army on January 9 announced that it’s testing a garbage-to-fuel scheme that not only could boost its “green” credentials but also provide valuable energy to battlefield areas.

and a 10% diesel drip are injected into a diesel generator that
produces electricity.”
The TGER scheme “has a zero carbon footprint and
gives a 30-to-one reduction in the volume of trash. The unit
fits in a 6-by-6-by-12-foot box that can be flown into any
area,”according to the Army.

According to the Army, the “Tactical Garbage to Energy
Refinery (TGER)” scheme “metabolizes waste into ethanol
and compresses undigested waste into pellets which are then
converted into a composite gas. The ethanol, composite gas

Hawaii Electric Inks Deal for ‘Depolymerization’ Biofuel Supply
Hawaii Electric Co. (HECO) announced January 6 that it
signed a contract with Aina Koa Pono (AKP) to obtain a
novel biofuel derived from a “depolymerization” technology. The fuel would be burned in gas turbines to generate
“green” electricity.

Subject to approval by Hawaii’s Public Utilities Commission (PUC), with input from the state Consumer Advocate,
the contract would help encourage more renewable energy
throughout Hawaii, according to HECO.
“HECO is asking that the PUC spread among customers
of Hawaii Electric Light Company, Maui Electric Company
and Hawaiian Electric Company the difference between the
price of locally grown and produced biofuel and the fossil
fuel it replaces,” according to HECO.

“This is the first contract awarded as a result of our call
in April 2010 for locally grown and processed biofuels to be
used in our power plants on Hawaii Island, Oahu and in Maui
County,” said Robbie Alm, HECO executive vice president.
Alm added the contract is an “important step in reaching Hawaii’s clean energy goal of 70% of electricity and
transportation energy from clean sources by 2030. The project complements Hawaiian Electric’s plans for adding significant amounts of renewable energy from other sources,
including solar, wind, garbage-to-energy, biomass, geothermal, ocean and others. “
Hart Energy Publishing

“Based on December 2010 fuel costs, this would add less
than 1/3 of 1 cent per kilowatt-hour, or $1.55 to $1.86 per
month, to a typical residential customer bill,” with typical
residential use varying between 500 and 600 kiloWatt-hours
a month for Hawaii Island, Maui County and Oahu customers, according to HECO.
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“This contract provides for potential future delivery of
AKP biofuels to other islands, making it reasonable that all
customers join in paying the initial incremental cost as this
facility gets up and running,” Alm added. “Fossil fuel oil
prices are expected to continue their erratic climb, so in time
the cost of AKP biofuel is expected to be less than the cost
of the oil it displaces.”

However, neither AKP, BFT nor TekGar explain what
exactly is the quality of the “biofuel” produced and whether
such fuel would indeed meet all the requirements for combustion in a gas turbine to generate power.
On the other hand, the AKP Web site does mention the
biomass gasification technology of U.S.-based ThemoChem
Recovery International (TRI).

The AKP contract deal includes:

According to the AKP Web site summary, “TRI will assist with the biorefinery operations of AKP and provide their
patented steam reforming technology.”

1. Supply of 14 million gallons of “biofuel” per year in
2014, increasing to 16 million gallons per year in 2015
for a total of 20 years.

Asked about these various technologies and how they
might be applied to the Hawaii biofuel project, Chang told
us that “AKP is not prepared to discus further as bound by
confidentiality with their HECO contract,” although “the
technology will be microwave to convert biomass into biofuel, electricity and gasoline,” he added.

2. Biofuel feedstocks would be grown on Hawaii Island
with conditional allowances for feedstocks from elsewhere in Hawaii. Price is fixed over term of contract
with annual escalation. Price and terms are confidential
due to ongoing negotiations with other biofuel suppliers, according to HECO.

“HECO plans on selecting several other contracts (potentially with other companies) for biofuels and AKP needs to
stay competitive. TRI is a potential partner for AKP, but no
specifics contracts have been made yet on their technology.
In Hawaii, this will be first of its kind project at such a huge
commercial scale.”

3. The biofuel must meet Hawaii Electric Light Company
specifications and be used primarily at Keahole Power
Plant in West Hawaii with flexibility for delivery to
other generation stations on Hawaii Island, and Oahu
and in Maui County.
4. The biofuel will comply with sustainable sourcing standards developed by the Hawaiian Electric Companies in
partnership with the Natural Resources Defense Council.

Asked about any special Hawaii state or other tax credits,
loan guarantees or any type of fiscal incentives that would
benefit the AKP plant, Chang told us that there aren’t any such
incentives “at this time. [The project is] still in early stages.”

5. Hawaiian Electric companies may purchase biodiesel
from any other supplier providing the AKP minimum
annual purchase commitments are met.

Asked about the estimated capital cost for the first plant,
Chang told us that AKP “will invest approximately US$320
million in the Ka’u Energy Farm [on the big island of Hawaii], which will cover the costs of building a cutting-edge
processing facility as well as planting and harvesting biofeedstocks including sweet sorghum and eucalyptus. “

6. Negotiations are also continuing with other companies
for other additional local biofuel supplies.
In an interview with Hart Energy Publishing, AKP’s
media relations director Char Chang, of Bennet Group, provided some details on the technologies involved.

Asked about financing, Chang told us that “AKP has
raised $4 million in seed money with an anticipated $5 million in the coming weeks. The financing effort is anticipated
to increase with this announcement and contract signing as
the company has been in discussions with investment banks
such as Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and J.P. Morgan.”

“The microwave depolymerization technology which
AKP has exclusive licenses to use in Hawaii applies heat
and pressure to organic material to produce biofuel at very
low temperature levels,” Chang told us.
However, the AKP Web site highlights gasification, not
microwave depolymerization, as the method for converting
biomass to fuel. Elsewhere, AKP mentions Germany-based
Bionics Fuel Technologies (BFT) microwave technology, as
well as TekGar Web microwave technology, to convert biomass into a vaguely-defined liquid biofuel.

Hart Energy Publishing

Asked about whether AKP has secured the required permits for the project, Chang told us: “Not at this time. It’s still
in early stages.”
Asked about AKP ownership, Chang told us that AKP is
“co-founded and owned by co-founder Melvin H. Chiogioji,
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co-founder Kenton Eldridge, partner Alan Chiogioji [and]
partner Christopher Eldridge.”

Listed on the company’s board of advisers are former
Hawaiian Electric Industries CEO Robert Clarke and former U.S.
Congressman Norm Mineta (D), who also served as a former
U.S. Commerce Secretary and U.S. Transportation Secretary.
– Jack Peckham

AKP’s Web site describes Melvin Chiogioji as a former
U.S. Navy rear admiral and a former U.S. Department of
Energy nuclear plant construction manager.
Kenton Eldridge is described on AKP’s Web site as
co-founder, partner and director of Sennet Capital LLC.

DISTILLATE MARKETS

India’s BPCL Diesel-Oriented JV Refinery in Production Next Month
“However, if there is an excess of naphtha that is not sold
in India, it will be exported,” according to the report, quoting
the “official.”

The Bharat Petroleum Corp. Ltd. (BPCL) “Bina” joint-venture refinery in Madhya Pradesh is likely to start commercial
fuel production by mid-February, according to a January 14
Press Trust of India report.

Crude supply is coming mainly from Saudi Arabia. To feed
the refinery, BORL has laid a 1,000-kilometer (621-mile)
crude pipeline from Vadinar, in Gujarat, to Bina.

The 6 million metric ton-per-year (t/y) plant, also known
as Bharat Oman Refineries Ltd (BORL), is a joint venture
of BPCL (74%) and Oman Oil Co. (26%).

“The official said BORL plans to expand the capacity of
Bina refinery to 15 million tons by 2016-2017,” according to
the report. “Once it is fully commissioned, BORL would go
in for a pre-feasibility study for expansion. An investment
decision would be made based on the findings.”

The US$2.5-billion plant would launch regular production by February 15, according to the report, quoting an unidentified “company official.”
“The refinery started operations last June and has been sequentially commissioning different units, all of which would
be completed by the end-January,” according to the report.

Apart from Bina, BPCL also owns a refinery at Mumbai
with an annual capacity of 12 million metric tons and another 9.5 million metric-t/y refinery at Kochi. It also owns
a majority stake in the 3 million metric-t/y Numaligarh Refinery. All the refineries are in India.

“While nearly half of the refinery output will be diesel,
it will also produce 0.6 million metric t/y each of petrol and
jet fuel. All the products produced would be for sale within
India,” according to the report.

U.K. Diesel Prices to Hit US$10/Gallon This Year
Retail prices for diesel fuel are on-track to hit a staggering
US$10.10 per U.S. gallon in the U.K. this year, thanks to a
pending “fuel duty escalator.”

duty escalator bought in by Labor that is set to add as much
as 5 pence [per liter] to the price at the pumps in April.
“If the tax rise goes ahead, drivers will have to stump
up 136p for a liter of unleaded petrol by April, while diesel
prices will hit 140p per liter.

According to a January 12 report from London Evening
Standard (U.K.), “the cost of diesel is set to hit an ‘unthinkable’
record of GBP 140 pence [US$2.67] per liter by April 2011,
a leading car industry group warned today.

“The average price of diesel is already 132p per liter,
inching closer to the previous record of 133p per liter seen in
July 2008,” according to the report.

“The Retail Motor Industry has written to Chancellor
George Osborne asking the Government to abandon the fuel

Thailand’s Biodiesel Price-Target Scheme Faltering
Rising global oil prices are likely to stymie Thai government
plans to keep biodiesel blends below 30 baht (US$0.98) per
liter, according to a January 13 report from Bangkok Post.

Hart Energy Publishing

Shell-Thailand for example last week hiked its retail
prices for 5% biodiesel blend (B5) by 0.50 baht (US$0.016)
per liter to 29.89 baht (US$0.98), according to the report,
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“Shell now sells only B5, containing 5% palm-based
biodiesel, at its stations. Many other traders also offer B3
[3% biodiesel blend] diesel,” according to the report.

“Energy Minister Wannarat Channukul reiterated that
only 5 billion baht [US$164 million] would be allocated,
which would last until sometime in March.

The Energy Policy Committee (EPC) earlier introduced a
subsidy for diesel using the state Oil Fund on Dec 17,” including
subsidies for both B3 and B5 biodiesel, according to the report.

“Sarun Rungkasiri, senior executive vice-president for oil
business at PTT, said the country’s biggest oil company was
trying its best to keep retail prices unchanged even though
its gross retail [diesel] margin had fallen to only 0.70 baht
[US$0.02] a liter for B3 and 0.50 baht [US$0.016] for B5.
A margin of 1.50 baht [US$0.05] a liter is considered viable
for the industry.”

“The government plans to spend 5 billion baht [US$164
million] from the 27.73 billion baht [US$909 million] fund
to subsidize local diesel prices to help prevent a spike in the
cost of living while curbing inflation and fuel-price volatility. But given rising oil prices, it has already spent nearly
1 billion baht [US$32.8 million]” as of January 12.

CHS Fiscal 1Q 2011 Net Up Sharply
Minnesota-based farm co-op CHS announced January 11 that
its fiscal first-quarter 2011 net earnings (covering September
1 to November 30) rose 68%, thanks to higher revenue in
its energy, grains, oilseeds, crop nutrients and processed oilseeds divisions.

[refinery], McPherson, Kansas [85,000 b/d], of which it
owns nearly 75%,” according to CHS.

Compared to fiscal first-quarter 2010, CHS enjoyed
“improved refined fuels margins for the company’s wholly
owned Laurel, Montana, refinery [60,000 barrels per day
(b/d)] and the National Cooperative Refinery Association

Energy segment earnings rose to US$57.3 million in the
latest quarter, up sharply from $14.3 million in fiscal firstquarter 2010, according to the company.

“Earnings also increased for CHS renewable fuels marketing and its transportation operations, but declined within its
propane, lubricants and energy equipment businesses.

Market Report: ULSD Spot, Futures Rise on Strong Demand
Ultra-low sulfur diesel (ULSD) spot and futures
prices initially jumped last week on strong demand,
but began to soften later with warmer weather in
Europe and ample supplies in New York Harbor,
despite bitter cold in that region.

U.S. EIA Short-Term Energy Outlook: January 11, 2011
Year

WTI Crude

Gasoline b
($/gal)

Rotterdam spot ULSD was around $2.71, but ICE
gasoil for February was much lower, at $2.60

Diesel c

The Asia benchmark Singapore 0.5% sulfur gasoil was around $2.59, while Singapore ULSD cargoes were going for around $2.64.

Heating Oil d

Meanwhile, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) on January 11 released its latest Short
Term Energy Outlook, indicating that the price of
West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude oil would
average about $93 per barrel in 2011, $14 higher
than the average price last year.
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New York spot ULSD was trading around
US$2.68/gallon (/gal) on Friday, while NYMEX
February ULSD was relatively softer, at $2.65.
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a West Texas Intermediate.
b Average regular pump price.
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For 2012, the EIA
expects WTI prices to
continue to rise, with a
forecast average price
of $99 per barrel in the
fourth quarter 2012.
“EIA’s forecast assumes U.S. real gross
domestic product (GDP)
grows 2.2% in 2011 and
2.9% in 2012, while world
real GDP (weighted by oil
consumption) grows by
3.3% and 3.7% in 2011
and 2012, respectively,”
according to the agency.
“EIA projects higher
expenditures for heating oil and propane, flat
expenditures for natural
gas, but lower expenditures for electricity.

U.S. Distillate Fuel Oil (Diesel) Production, Stocks, Imports, Downgrades
Production (x 1,000 barrels/day)
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1
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52

29

49

12

37

21

Stocks (x 1,000 barrels)

Imports (x 1,000 barrels/day)

Exports (x 1,000 barrels/day)
Distillate Diesel
Downgrading ULSD to 500-ppm (x 1,000 b/d)

Source: EIA Oil Market Report

“EIA also projects that U.S. carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions
from fossil fuels, which increased by 3.8% in 2010, will decline
by 0.6% in 2011.

“Growth in December comes on top of a very strong yearago performance whereas the previous eleven months of
year-over-year growth in 2010 were up against relatively
weak prior year comparisons. It should be noted, however,
that the 4.1% growth figure is only slightly higher than the
3% growth characteristic of a normal economy.

“EIA expects that CO2 emissions will increase by 2.4%
2012 as consumption grows for all the fossil fuels. Projected
fossil-fuel CO2 emissions in 2012 remain below the levels
seen in any year from 2000 through 2008.”
On another front, the monthly Ceridian-UCLA Pulse of
Commerce Index (PCI) released January 11 showed a 2.4%
surge in December, pushing the diesel-oriented PCI above its
previous 2010 peak established in May.

“Even though December overall was 3% below the previous December peak month in 2007, diesel fuel purchases in
the inter-holiday week exceeded 2007 levels,” according to
the analysts.

The December rise, combined with November’s 0.4%
increase, was enough to offset three previous consecutive
months of decline.

US EIA Survey: ULSD Output, Stocks Rise

“The latest PCI data further evidences the positive economic sentiment felt since the start of the New Year,” said
Ed Leamer, chief PCI economist and director of the UCLA
Anderson Forecast. “However, we have not entirely escaped
the summer doldrums as the three-month moving average is
still below its July 2010 level.”

On another front, the EIA’s latest fuel price survey showed
that the average U.S. nationwide retail diesel fuel price rose
(slightly) for the sixth consecutive week, to $3.33/gal.

Meanwhile, the U.S. EIA last week reported that U.S. refiner ULSD output slipped but stocks rose in its latest survey:

“In a very quiet week for diesel, all of the regions except the
U.S. Midwest saw small [retail] increases of less than a penny.
Diesel prices in the Midwest moved in the opposite direction,
registering a slight decrease,” according to the EIA.

According to the analysts, compared to December 2009,
“the PCI increased 4.1% in December [2010], in line with
the November and October year-over-year comparisons.

Hart Energy Publishing

– Jack Peckha
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Distillate Watch
Key Distillate Prices ($/Gal) January 14, 2011
New York

ULSD

High Sulfur

Spot

2.68

2.63

2.64

2.59

Houston
Spot
Chicago
Spot
Los Angeles
Spot
Rotterdam
Spot

2.58

–

EPA ULSD

CARB ULSD

2.63

2.63

ULSD

ULSD

10 ppm

50 ppm

2.72

Singapore

n/a

Source: EIA Oil Market Report

High Sulfur

Spot

2.59

Futures

ULSD

High Sulfur

NYMEX

2.65

2.64

ICE

2.60
Regular

US Retail

ULSD
3.33

Gasoline
3.09

Pricing Sources: Dow-Jones, EIA, Hart Publications

TRANSPORT NEWS

U.S. Diesel Car Sales Rose 33% in 2010: VDA
German Association of the Automotive Industry (VDA)
president Matthias Wissmann announced at the annual Detroit auto show January 10 that U.S. sales of diesel passenger
cars rose one-third in 2010, to 55,650 units.

“This rise is partly the result of factors such as the clean
diesel models Audi Q7, the BMW X5, the VW Touareg and
the GL, ML and R-Classes from Mercedes-Benz.“On the
[U.S.] light diesel vehicle market as a whole (265,000 units)
– that is, cars and light trucks taken together – the German
OEMs have thus quadrupled their market share within only
two years - from 7% to 29%, reaching the level of 76,650
vehicles. Compared with 2009, our share of the light diesel
vehicle market has gone up by 4 percentage points.

VW, Audi, Mercedes and BMW – all German – are the
only ones selling passenger diesel cars in the U.S. market,
with other automakers instead selling diesel pickup trucks,
not cars.
“The German brands are continually extending the range
of diesel passenger cars they have on offer” in the U.S., according to Wissmann. “They not only have a strong hold on
the luxury segment, but are also taking an increasing share
of the compact and medium classes. This ‘model offensive’
will continue to exert its effects in the current year,” he said.

“The German manufacturers have clean diesel models on
the market, which meet the most demanding exhaust standards (Bin-5) in all 50 federal states. Last year the proportion
of diesels among total sales of light vehicles rose slightly to
2.2% (versus 2.0% in 2009). We assume that clean diesels
will continue to enjoy considerable opportunities for growth
on the US market. And the year 2010 has certainly shown
one thing: the German vehicle-makers will have an exceptionally large share in this growth.”

“In light diesel trucks also, the German brands are moving
into the passing lane and offering more and more models that
are going down very well on the market. Their share of the
overall [U.S.] light diesel truck market has more than trebled
within the short space of two years, and now amounts to 10%
(versus 7.3% in 2009; 3.1% in 2008).

Hart Energy Publishing
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VW to Roll-Out ‘Passat’ Diesel in U.S.
Volkswagen announced at the annual Detroit auto show January 11 that it will debut a diesel version of its “Passat” car
in the 2012 model year.

Besides the 2.0-liter, 140-horsepower diesel-engine version, VW also will offer the Passat with optional 2.5 liter or
3.6 liter gasoline engines.

VW has been marketing diesel cars in the U.S. for decades, but until now hasn’t offered the mid-size “Passat”
with a diesel engine.

The TDI diesel version “has the power of a six cylinder
gasoline engine and the fuel economy of a hybrid,” according to VW.

The Passat sedan will be built at VW’s new Chattanooga,
Tenn., assembly plant.

Rather than employing urea-selective catalytic reduction
(SCR) to meet the world’s-toughest U.S. Environmental Protection Agency limits on nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions,
VW instead will employ a NOx storage catalytic converter,
according to the company. That means TDI drivers won’t have
to run around searching for hard-to-find urea (typically only
available at diesel truck stops) when the urea tank runs dry.

“The Passat TDI – the only clean diesel option in the segment
– is expected to deliver 43 miles per gallon on the highway, with
a range of approximately 800 miles,” according to VW.
“Final pricing will be announced in the spring [2011], but
the Passat will start at around US$20,000 when it arrives in
dealer showrooms later this year.”

Cat to Launch Mining Truck Plant in Thailand
Caterpillar announced January 10 that it plans to open a new
manufacturing plant in Thailand, producing underground
mining articulated trucks and loaders.

“The on-going infrastructure development plans for the
world’s growth markets combined with a long-term trend
toward urbanization and growing wealth in emerging economies should continue to help drive long-term demand for
commodities,” said Steve Wunning, Caterpillar group president with responsibility for Resource Industries. “This facility will help to position Caterpillar for continued leadership
in the mining industry.”

Truck and loader production at the plant is scheduled to
begin in late 2012.
The plant will boost Cat’s current production of underground mining products in Australia and Brazil to respond to
the growth in demand, according to the company.

Hart Energy Publishing
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